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ABSTRACT

State-Owned Enterprises (SOEs) play crucial roles in the economy, including in the most advanced ones. SOEs, especially in Indonesia, are facing dynamic changes and need to adapt to rapid environmental changes and high complexities. Internally, they are required to ensure that wealth is created and distributed throughout the nation as mandated by the law to meet the demand of public services and to protect domestic concerns. On the other side, they must improve their competitiveness to deal with global open market competition in both technological and demand changes. SOEs’ transformation has been the goal of Indonesia’s economic renewal. This paper aimed to understand the SOEs’ strategic entrepreneurship processes in developing their capabilities to create systematic innovation performance. Dynamic capability framework is used to explain entrepreneurship and strategic actions through the variables of firm absorptive capacity in the changing environment and the relationship on dynamic innovation capability.
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1. Introduction

Entrepreneurship in the country level is usually associated with competitiveness and economic growth (Kelley, Singer & Herrington, 2016). Economic growth is the dependent variable as the result of national entrepreneurial activities, in which SOEs plays as a crucial element of national economic growth (OECD, 2005). In emerging economies, firms often do not seize sufficient advanced resources (such as knowledge) to learn and to develop capabilities (such as technological capabilities) to advance and perform innovation at the equal level as the firms in developed market economies.

Public sector research on entrepreneurship mostly focuses on government organizations at local or regional level (Teske & Scheider, 1994), or academic institutions (Verreyne & Luke, 2006). The study of SOEs from strategic entrepreneurship perspectives is tremendously limited, which is surprising given that SOEs face the similar challenges in common with other type of enterprises, private, small and medium, family and multi-national enterprises, competing in an open and free market (Verreyne & Luke, 2006). Most strategic management
and entrepreneurship theories also based on the archetypical firm of private-owned and small-medium enterprises (Peng et al., 2016). How these theories applied to SOEs have not much been studied, specifically the SOEs in emerging economies such as Indonesia.

Strategic entrepreneurship model can explain the importance of innovation process in SOEs, as they are considered traditionally as risk-averse public organizations and need a structured approach to measure the process. The objective of this paper is to understand strategic entrepreneurship processes within SOE's in developing their capabilities to create systematic innovation performance.

2. Literature Review

2.1 Strategic Entrepreneurship

Pioneered by Ireland et al. (2001); Hitt et al. (2001); and Ireland, Hitt and Sirmon (2003), strategic entrepreneurship has become an interesting topic since the beginning of twenty-first century. Ireland et al. (2001) state that strategic management and entrepreneurship concern with the development of firm wealth creation through the synergy of strategic and entrepreneurial actions domains. Both domains overlap in some general commonalities as depicted on Figure 1.

On the other hand, Ghemawat (2002) mentioned that strategy is related to the firm’s long-term survival, which involves the element of how firms acquire and manage resources, and how firms decide to make the utilization of sources toward competitive advantage. On the other hand, Ireland et al. (2003) mentioned that entrepreneurship’s main concern is how the firm’s take actions to create newness. Miller and Ireland (2005) suggested that strategy and entrepreneurship are the combination of ordered series of decisions made about various issues and phenomena that integrate into strategic entrepreneurship.

Figure 2. describes the combinations strategic management through exploitation-oriented attributes or strategic actions with entrepreneurship through exploration-oriented attributes or entrepreneurship actions to create strategic entrepreneurship that balance exploration and exploitation-oriented attributes to create value through continuous stream of innovation in order the firm to sustain the competitive advantage. Strategic entrepreneurship practices are needed by the firm to adapt to the changes because firms are required to make ordered series of decision to create newness of innovation (Ireland & Webb, 2007).

![Figure 1. Creating Wealth through Entrepreneurial and Strategic Actions](source.png)

Source: Ireland, Hitt, Camp and Sexton (2001)
2.2 Strategic Entrepreneurship Model

Ireland et al. (2003) are among the scholars who first propose strategic entrepreneurship model (Figure 3). Entrepreneurial mindset, culture and leadership are needed by the firm to manage resources through strategic actions and entrepreneurial actions to effectively apply creativity and develop innovation. Firms, regardless of the size, new and established, must engage in both strategic actions and entrepreneurial actions.

The enhanced model of strategic entrepreneurship presented in Figure 4 integrates the environmental influences in the process of strategic entrepreneurship to explain how resources are managed to compete ahead of the competitors (Hitt et al., 2011). This integration describes several distinctive outcomes by offering a more complete view of strategic entrepreneurship model.

The first dimension determines the resources or factors that serve as the input on strategic entrepreneurship. This input includes individual resources, organizational resources and environmental factors. The second dimension is the process. Research indicates that controlling valuable and rare resources will lead to competitive advantage. The managers
must take further actions to develop and exploit the firm resource advantages and hopefully sustain over the time (Crook et al., 2008). The third dimension of the model is the output and outcome. The processes and actions that involve in strategic entrepreneurship process generate several potential outcomes: social, organizational, and individual benefits.

2.3 Environmental Factors

Dess and Beard (1984) proposed three environmental factors as the main characteristics of environmental uncertainty, which are environmental dynamism, complexity and munificence. Environmental dynamism is the frequency of change and unpredictability of environmental factors. Research from Wang & Li (2008) shows that environmental dynamism has a positive association with innovation through the incentive of exploration. Complex environments will show more organizational uncertainty that requires more information to process to make decision (Duncan, 1972). Castrogiovanni (1991) defines the environmental munificence as the level of resource abundance and a collection of available resources.

Environmental munificence facilitates opportunity identification, resource acquisition and provides the ability to exploit those opportunity and resources to create competitive advantage (Hitt et al., 2011).

2.4 Organizational Factors

Researchers have sought to identify organizational factors that can affect the employee to act entrepreneurially, which are organizational culture (Hisrich & Peters, 1986), organizational structure (Covin & Slevin, 1991), and managerial support (Kuratko et al., 1993). Independently and in combination, these factors influence the internal environment to create and support entrepreneurial initiatives within the organization.

Jones (2013) comments that organizational structure focuses on standardization, formalization and centralization. Cameron and Quinn (1999) mentions that organizational culture represents the organizational values, assumptions, expectations, collective memories, and definitions in an organization. Ireland et al. (2003) mention that entrepreneurial culture as
resource for organization to encourage entrepreneurship. Organizational leadership is required to develop and grow entrepreneurship in organization (Covin & Slevin, 1991).

2.5 Organizational Learning and Dynamic Capability

Zollo and Winter (2002) proposed deliberate learning as a concept of dynamic capabilities. The organizational learning mechanism occurs from the experience accumulation, knowledge articulation and knowledge codification, that responsible for the development of two set organizational activities.

The first is operating routines that used towards the operational function of the firm and the other as the modification of operating routines that identified as dynamic capabilities (figure 5). The operating routines involve the execution of common procedures in daily organization operations and the second type of routines seeks for the changes to current operating routines to do the adaptation.

Dynamic capabilities and learning process evolve in a knowledge evolution cycle. It starts from the external stimuli combine with internal information that will generate variation from the activities of scanning and recombination such information’s to generate the ideas. These sets of idea are subject to internal selection of evaluation and legitimation before it diffuse through the replication process before it retain, enactment into new initiatives to create new routines or modify existing ones (figure 6).
This knowledge evolution cycle involves exploration and exploitation phase. Exploration activities generate the necessary range of new intuition and ideas variation and exploitation activities use the replication of the new ideas and the absorption into existing sets of routines.

Organizational learning in the perspective of strategic entrepreneurship and deliberate learning is a means to renew and modify the knowledge that valuable and difficult to imitate to generate unique organizational capabilities (Hitt, Ireland & Lee, 2000). Strategic entrepreneurship finds out that organizational learning affects the organizational ability to do continuous innovation and reduce the likelihood that organizational capabilities become outdated (Ireland et al., 2001), therefore help organization to adapt to the environment.

2.6 Dynamic Innovation Capability

Innovation capability is strategic for organizations for the reconceptualization of the current business model and modifying existing markets by reconsidering the previous rules to improve value creation and organizational growth (Schlegelmilch, Diamantopoulos & Kreuz, 2003).

According to Oslo Manual (OECD, 2005), innovation may occur in different format including product, process, organizational and marketing. Product innovation is innovation in terms of goods or services that are new or significantly improved from existing ones, including improvements to technical specifications, components and materials, user friendliness or other functional characteristics. Process innovation is the application of new or improved methods of production. This includes significant changes to the techniques, equipment and/or software used. Organizational innovation is the adoption of new methods in the company's business practices, workplace or external relationships with other institutions. Marketing innovation is the implementation of new marketing methods that involve significant changes in product or packaging design, product placement, promotion or pricing.

2.7 Innovation Performance

This research adopts the concept of innovation performance and its measures as a proxy to organizational performance in a specific term as innovation is the instrument to strategic entrepreneurship. Innovation performance is viewed as a mechanism to measure the performance of the strategic entrepreneurship in a systematic way that represents the input, process, and output performance of innovation (Fontana & Musa 2016; Ariyanto, Fontana & Affif, 2015).

Internal aspect of innovation performance (input performance) measures the perceptual organizational innovativeness, climate and culture before, during and after an innovation process. This dimension measures the effectiveness of internal tangible and intangible resources (such as climate, culture, and resources) to innovation. Technical performance point to the organization's ability to realize creative and innovative ideas into real products (goods and/or services), and other form of innovation outputs resulted from product, process, organization and marketing innovation (OECD, 2005).
Commercial performance refers to the organization ability in diffusing or distributing the innovative products in the market. It basically indicates that the innovation process has produced goods and/or services that can be sold to the market. Social performance points to the positive impact creates by the organization through their innovation input, process, and output, not only to the pertinent stakeholders but also to the general community and society as part of their corporate social responsibility and their corporate-shared-values actions. Economic performance deals with the financial performance of an innovative output that has passed the commercialization phase or the diffusion phase in general.

3. Proposed Research Model

The following proposed research model is developed from the three dimensions input-process-output model (Hitt et al., 2011), in integration with the theory compiled from the literature review.

Hypothesis development

Environmental factors facilitate firms in acquiring resources and identifying opportunities as well as the ability to exploit the resources and opportunities to create competitive advantage (Dess & Beard, 1984). Hence, the following hypotheses was developed.

H1a: The higher the enacted environmental factors, the more entrepreneurial the SOE’s organizational structure.
H1b: The higher the enacted environmental factors, the more entrepreneurial the SOE’s organizational culture.
H1c: The higher the enacted environmental factors, the more entrepreneurial the SOE’s organizational leadership.
Organizational factors influence the employee to act entrepreneurial through the organizational culture (Hisrich & Peters, 1986), organizational structure (Covin & Slevin, 1991), and managerial support (Kuratko et al., 1993).

H2a: The more entrepreneurial the SOE's organizational structure, the higher the SOE's organizational learning capability.
H2b: The more entrepreneurial the SOE's organizational culture, the higher the SOE's organizational learning capability.
H2c: The more entrepreneurial the SOE's organizational leadership, the higher the SOE's organizational learning capability.

Organizational learning affects the organizational ability to do continuous innovation and reduce the likelihood that organizational capabilities become outdated (Ireland et al., 2001). Innovation capability categories follow Oslo Manual (OECD, 2005), which are product, process, organization and marketing innovations.

H3a: The higher the SOE's organizational learning capability, the higher the SOE's product innovation capability.
H3b: The higher the SOE's organizational learning capability, the higher the SOE's process innovation capability.
H3c: The higher the SOE's organizational learning capability, the higher the SOE's organizational innovation capability.
H3d: The higher the SOE's organizational learning capability, the higher the SOE's marketing innovation capability.

Continuous innovation capability is needed by the organizations to improve value creation and organizational growth (Schlegelmilch, Diamantopoulos & Kreuz, 2003).

H4a: The higher the SOE's product innovation capability, the higher the SOE's innovation performance.
H4b: The higher the SOE's process innovation capability, the higher the SOE's innovation performance.
H4c: The higher the SOE's organizational innovation capability, the higher the SOE's innovation performance.
H4d: The higher the SOE's marketing innovation capability, the higher the SOE's innovation performance.

While the innovation performance dimensions use a comprehensive approach from Fontana and Musa (2016), who suggested five dimensions of innovation performance: internal, technical, commercial, economic and social performances.
4. Research Methodology

This research aimed to examine the organizational capability within the state-owned companies (SOEs) in Indonesia. Indonesia has 119 SOEs under the coordination of Ministry of State-Owned Enterprises, ranging from transport and banking, to pharmaceuticals with assets of more than $300 billion (BUMN, 2016). Yet, the SOEs still feel doubtful to be able to compete in ASEAN market, for instance no Indonesia SOE banks have expanded to another ASEAN countries and thus there is a fear that they will lose the competition when the stronger bank from Singapore or Malaysia start arriving.

This research use mixed qualitative and quantitative methodology. In-depth interview and focus group discussion has been done with 12 SOE officers from 10 SOEs to discuss the model and measurement variables. Questionnaire has been developed and will be distributed to the respondents in 158 SOEs and its subsidiaries (purposive sampling) who responsible for the firms’ strategic entrepreneurship process and the growth of the firms. Practically all the information needed that not limited to the board of directors, therefore the information that will be obtained will describe the organization.

There will be with two types of data collected from questionnaires, descriptive and inferential statistics using six Likert scale. This inferential statistics data will be tested and analyzed using Structural Equation Modeling, Partial Least Squares (SEM-PLS). SEM-PLS will be used to test the relationships among the indicators or observed variables, to provide a quantitative test of a hypothesized theoretical model (Schumacker & Lomax, 2012). SEM-PLS is flexible to use and its statistical power is relatively high.

The goal of SEM analysis is to determine how theoretical model supported by sample data using statistics and hypothesis testing. SEM analysis is inferential statistics, to draw conclusions and make decisions based on the analysis. This analysis usually taken from particular sample of a population and the results of the analysis were generalized in some context to the population.

5. Research Contribution

The objective of this paper is to identify SOEs strategic entrepreneurship process in managing innovation through the measurement of innovation performance. Five important construct has been developed as the model to be measured and tested.

From the empirical results, this research is expected to achieve two main contributions: to provide empirical evidence on what are the factors that drive the strategic entrepreneurship process through the development of knowledge as resources that needed by entrepreneurial and strategic actions for operational agility to adapt for the changing environment. Another main contribution is the examination on the role of dynamic innovation capability in driving strategic entrepreneurship process to foster SOEs innovation.

The result analysis also expected to contribute on managerial practices, concentrating on the development and integration of organizational factors to enhance innovation capability and innovation performance. This process can stimulate on how dynamic innovation capability will contribute to the success and sustainability of innovation performance in SOEs.
The state sector has always been an important element of many economies. SOEs that traditionally been oriented towards domestic markets, with a growing integration through trade and investment, are increasingly compete with private and multinational firms in the global markets. Research that focus on SOEs' innovation and organizational learning has been disregarded. As many other organizations nowadays, SOEs also need to compete, growth and adapt.
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